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Mycobacterium tuberculosis synthesizes a thick cell wall comprised of mycolic acids (MA),
which are foreign antigens for human T cells. T-cell clones from multiple donors were
used to determine the fine specificity of MA recognition by human αβ T cells. Most CD1-
presented lipid antigens contain large hydrophilic head groups comprised of carbohy-
drates or peptides that dominate patterns of T-cell specificity. MA diverges from the
consensus antigen motif in that it lacks a head group. Using multiple forms of natural
and synthetic MA and MA-specific T-cells with different T-cell receptors, we found that,
unlike antigens with larger head groups, lipid length strongly controlled T-cell responses
to MA. In addition, the three forms of MA that naturally occur in M. tuberculosis that
differ in modifications on the lipid tail, differ in their potency for activating MA-specific
T-cell clones. Thus, naturally occurring MA forms should be considered as separate,
partly cross-reactive antigens. Two of the three forms of MA could be loaded onto human
CD1b proteins, creating working CD1b-MA tetramers. The creation of CD1b-MA tetramers
represents a new tool for future studies that track the effector functions and kinetics of
MA-specific T-cells ex vivo.
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Introduction

Mycobacterium tuberculosis has a thick protective cell wall con-
taining two membranes. The key component of the outer mem-
brane is mycolic acid (MA), a lipid defined by an α-branched,
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β-hydroxy structure. Free MA and mycolyl lipids amount to
approximately 40% of the dry weight of M. tuberculosis [1]. MA
is essential for mycobacterial growth in the human host and the
target of widely used antibiotics, such as isoniazid. MA, glucose
monomycolate (GMM), and glycerol monomycolate all bind to
CD1b antigen presenting molecules and are targets of human αβ

T-cell responses [2–4]. MA was the first known antigen for the
CD1 system [2, 5] and it has been used to detect responses
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in M. tuberculosis-exposed humans [6, 7]. However, nearly all
information about the specificity of the human T-cell response to
MA is derived from three clones, known as DN1, DN.POTT, and
GEM18 [2, 8, 9]. The recent validation of CD1b tetramers loaded
with GMM prompted our efforts to develop CD1b tetramers loaded
with MA. On the molecular level, tetramers loaded with synthetic
MA might provide direct evidence for binding to MA-specific T-cell
receptors (TCRs), avoiding false positive results that can derive
from peptide contamination or direct activation of T-cells by bac-
terial products. Further, CD1b-MA tetramers might allow higher
throughput isolation of T-cell clones and facilitate future study of
polyclonal T-cells in terms of frequency, functional characteristics,
phenotype, and TCR repertoire.

Most CD1-presented antigens are amphipathic glycolipids,
phospholipids, sulfolipids or lipopeptides that contain large
hydrophilic head groups that dominate the specificity of
T-cell responses as determined in structure–function studies. That
head groups control T-cell specificity of CD1b-presented antigens
through binding to TCRs was recently demonstrated with the
first solved trimolecular structure of a CD1b-antigen-TCR com-
plex [10]. Here GMM binds within CD1b, such that the glucose
moiety protrudes and engages in a large and complex hydrogen
bonding network with both the TCR α and β chains. In addition,
the TCR contacts the β-hydroxyl group located at the most prox-
imal position of the MA moiety but does not otherwise contact
the lipid tail in GMM. This ternary structure involving CD1b, as
well as several ternary structures involving CD1d and α-galactosyl
ceramide or other antigens [11–13] all point to the carbohydrate
unit and the CD1 surface as the determinants of T-cell response.

In contrast, MA lacks sugars, peptides, or charged inorganic
esters and so might be considered as a ‘headless’ antigen, or more
accurately, as having a small head group comprised of a nega-
tively charged carboxylate. A prior study observed loss of T-cell
response after mutating positive charged residues in the TCR of the
MA-specific clone DN1, suggesting TCR recognition of the nega-
tively charged carboxylate moiety [14]. Further, MA with differing
naturally occurring distal functional groups on the meromycolate
chain known as α-, keto-, or methoxy, influenced recognition by
clone DN1 [14]. Whether the distal functional group is buried
within CD1b, as predicted by CD1b-GMM structures [10, 15], or
folds such that it is somehow directly presented to the TCR at
the CD1b surface remains unknown, as no structures of CD1b-MA
have been solved.

Determining the role of MA length and distal functional group
in CD1b-mediated T-cell responses is potentially important in
understanding which types of bacteria can be recognized by
this system. While most CD1 research focuses on mycobacte-
ria, mycolyl lipids are present among many families belonging
to the order of Actinomycetales, including pathogenic and non-
pathogenic species. M. tuberculosis and other mycobacteria typi-
cally express long chain (C72-86) mycolates with a variety of distal
functional groups. Shorter MAs with absent or simple functional
groups are synthesized by Rhodococcus spp. (C30-36), Corynebac-
terium spp. (C30-50), and Nocardia spp. (C40-C66). The role of
chain length in control of MA responses is unknown.

To move beyond the few existing, extensively studied MA-
specific clones, we sought to develop CD1b tetramers loaded
with MA. After synthesizing MA and purifying naturally occurring
α-, keto-, and methoxy MA, technical issues in loading extremely
hydrophobic long chain mycolates on CD1b were solved and
CD1b-MA tetramers were validated using newly derived, MA-
specific T-cell clones. In sharp contrast to prior studies of gly-
cosylated mycolates [3], we found that MA-specific T-cell clones
do not recognize short chain MAs and have different preferences
for MA forms defined by functional groups. These patterns have
implication for the development of lipid vaccines using mixed
mycolates or individual molecular species. Further, the data rule
in a role for lipid tails in response against MA and contrast with
patterns seen for antigens with large head groups, supporting a
model of head group positioning on CD1b. Moreover, the vali-
dation of CD1b tetramers creates a new tool for studies of MA
responses ex vivo in tuberculosis patients.

Results

Initial attempts to generate CD1b-MA tetramers

Our initial attempts to create MA-loaded CD1b tetramers
were based on loading protocols successfully used for GMM
and dideoxymycobactin [16, 17]. M. tuberculosis MA (Sigma)
(Fig. 1A), which consists of α-, keto-, and methoxy MA forms with
an average combined lipid tail length of 80 carbons (referred to as
‘C80 MA mixture’) was used to treat CD1b at pH 4.5 in the pres-
ence or absence of the detergent CHAPS. However, as assessed by
using the resulting tetramers to stain MA-specific clones DN1 and
GEM18, these attempts were unsuccessful. We reasoned that the
long chain length and lack of a hydrophilic head group rendered
C80 MA to be an extreme hydrophobe that could not be loaded
into CD1b using conditions that worked for amphipathic lipids
that are more polar than MA. In the past, a key point for loading
GMM onto recombinant CD1b in vitro was acidic pH (4.5) [16],
which is the pH of the late endosomal compartment where CD1b
is loaded in cells, and which functions to release interdomain
tethers allowing access to the CD1b cleft [18, 19]. However, we
reasoned that low pH also protonates MA, which has a predicted
pKa of 4.5. Protonation of MA is expected to decrease further MA
solubility in aqueous solutions. Therefore we tried to load MA
into CD1b at neutral pH, but this also failed. Prior experiments
showed that a less hydrophobic, short chain GMM derived from
Rhodococcus equi (C32 GMM) could be successfully loaded onto
CD1b [16] and substitute for long chain M. tuberculosis GMM
(C80 GMM) in activation assays of the GMM-specific T-cell line
LDN5 [20]. However, short chain MA from R. equi (C32 MA)
could not activate MA-reactive T-cell clones even when presented
by antigen presenting cells (APC) that could present both C80 and
C32 GMM (Fig. 1B). This result documents a roadblock to the
use of short chain lipids to overcome the proposed hydrophobicity
problem.
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Figure 1. M. tuberculosis MA and R. equi MA have different capacity to stimulate human T cells. (A) Simplified chemical structure of C80 MA
mixture (the naturally occurring mixture of MA that is synthesized by M. tuberculosis), C80 GMM, C32 MA (which is synthesized by R. equi) and
C32 GMM [24, 34]. C80 is the average tail length of a reported naturally occurring range of 72–86 carbon atoms, and C32 is the average length of
a reported range of 30–36 carbon atoms [24, 34]. (B) LDN5, DN1 or GEM18 T-cells were stimulated with monocyte-derived dendritic cells and the
indicated antigens. The supernatants were tested for IL-2 content. Each panel represents one experiment that was conducted in duplicate. Error
bars indicate mean + SEM. For GEM18 and LDN5, one out of three independent experiments is shown. The experiment using DN1 was performed
once. Cytokine standard curves are shown in Supporting Information Fig. 5. (C) The T-cell line C58S was generated by polyclonal stimulation of
T-cells that were isolated depending on IFN-γ release upon stimulation with C32 MA. The T-cell line C58L was obtained after stimulation with C80
MA mixture. Both T-cell lines were tested for recognition of C32 MA and C80 MA mixture in an IFN-γ ELISPOT assay with duplicate wells using
K562 cells transfected with CD1b as APC. Error bars indicate mean + SEM. (D) To determine the CD1b-dependent activation, C58L was tested in an
IFN-γ ELISPOT assay using mock transfected or CD1b-transfected K562 cells as APC. (E) Flow cytometric analysis of C58L stained with antibodies
against CD4 and TRAV1-2. Flow cytometry dot plots are from a single experiment representative of two experiments performed on T-cell line
C58L. The data in C-D show one experiment that is representative of three independent experiments using the indicated T-cell lines.

Moreover, the differences in influence of chain length between
the CD1b-MA system and the CD1b-GMM system [20] were strik-
ing and unexpected given the similarity of their lipid anchors.
In particular, the distal lipid tail of GMM was not required for
recognition, whereas similar truncation of the MA tail abolished
recognition. Therefore, we decided to study the effect of lipid tail
length and composition on MA recognition in more detail.

A panel of human T-cell clones recognizing C80 MA

Because the existing MA-specific T-cell clones DN1 and GEM18
were both derived based on recognition of APC incubated with M.
tuberculosis extract [5, 9], which contains C80 MA mixture, but
not C32 MA, we tested whether C32 MA-specific T-cells are also
present among cryopreserved PBMC. We stimulated PBMC with
APC and C32 MA and used an IFN-γ cell surface catch reagent
consisting of anti-IFN-γ and anti-CD45 bifunctional antibody and
magnetic enrichment to isolate T cells. A T-cell line was generated
from the isolated T-cells by stimulation with anti-CD3 monoclonal

antibody (OKT3) and feeder cells. As a control, we performed the
procedure in parallel using C80 MA mixture. Stimulation with C32
MA did not lead to the isolation of antigen-specific T-cell lines, but
stimulation with C80 MA mixture did (Fig. 1C). Activation of this
new MA-specific T-cell line, named C58L, was dependent on CD1b
(Fig. 1D). C58L contained CD4+, CD4-, TRAV1-2+, and TRAV1-2-
T cells, demonstrating its polyclonal nature (Fig. 1E). Using the
same C80 MA stimulation and IFN-γ catch reagent-based method
on another aliquot of cryopreserved PBMC from the same blood
donor, we isolated three T-cell clones, named clone 11, clone
20, and clone 28. All three newly derived T-cell clones showed
a strong IFN-γ response to MA that was dependent on CD1b
expression (Fig. 2A). These three new clones and the new cell
line C58L, along with the recent derivation of GEM18 confirmed
and extended the earliest reports of CD1-mediated T-cell recog-
nition of MA by clone DN1 [2, 5], suggesting that MA-reactive
T-cells can be derived from multiple human donors. Further, the
growing panel of T-cell lines provided new reagents to deter-
mine T cell specificity for chain length and other aspects of MA
structure.
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Name TRAV TRAJ CDR3α TRBV TRBJ CDR3β
Clone 11 8-4 48 CAVSVGFGNEKLTF 11-2 2-5 CASSSHRVRETQYF
Clone 20 23 58 CAASRTSGSRLTF 4-1 1-1 CASSHPLGSSKREAFF
Clone 28  8-4 23 CAVSPMIYNQGGKLIF 14 1-3 CASSQRRDRSGNTIYF
C58L* 8-4 23 CAVSPMIYNQGGKLIF 14 1-3 CASSQRRDRSGNTIYF
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Figure 2. Mycolic acid-specific T-cell clones and
T-cell receptors. (A) T-cell clones that were gener-
ated by limiting dilution and polyclonal stimulation
were stained with CD1b-MA tetramer and antibod-
ies against CD3 and CD4. Cells were pregated based
on forward scatter, side scatter and CD3. Each clone
was tested for recognition of C80 MA mixture in
an IFN-γ ELISPOT assay using mock transfected or
CD1b-transfected K562 cells as APC. Tetramer+ cells
were sorted from clone 20 before the ELISPOT assay.
(B) TCR sequences were determined using a PCR-
and Sanger sequencing-based approach. Sequences
of DN1, DN.POTT, and GEM18 were previously pub-
lished [9, 22]. Double arginine motifs are under-
lined [14]. ELISPOT as shown in A is representa-
tive of three independent experiments per clone.
Flow cytometry was performed once. Newly derived
sequences shown in B were derived from at least two
independent PCR reactions. *The C58L-derived TCR
sequence was derived from a subpopulation of cells
that was sorted based on high staining with CD1b-MA
tetramer as shown in Supporting Information Fig. 4.

Expression of diverse TCRs

Until recently, CD1b-reactive TCRs were thought to be diverse.
However, two different TCR patterns can be distinguished among
CD1b specific T-cells [9, 21]. GEM TCRs recognize GMM using an
invariant TCR α chain comprised of TRAV1-2 and TRAJ9 genes
and a biased selection of TCR β chains, favoring TRBV6-2 and
TRBV30. LDN5-like cells recognize GMM and use TRAV17 and
TRBV4-1-biased TCRs. Having isolated new CD1b and MA-reactive
lines and clones, we wanted to compare the TCR sequences of all
available MA-specific T-cell clones. The TCR sequences of the three
new clones were determined, and compared to the previously
published MA-specific TCRs of DN1, DN.POTT, and GEM18 [9, 22]
(Fig. 2B). Although two different TCRs (clone 11 and clone 28)
used the TRAV8-4 gene segment, the relatively low number of
available MA-specific TCR sequences precludes any conclusion on
the question whether MA-specific invariant TCRs exist. Whereas
small panels of CD1b and GMM reactive clones were sufficient to
discover TCR motifs, we could not identify patterns of shared V
or J gene usage or CDR3 length among the available MA-specific
TCR sequences.

The TCR of clone 28 uses an arginine doublet in CDR3β. This
result supports a prior mutagenesis study showing that this pos-
itively charged motif was necessary for MA recognition by clone

DN1. Both results predict that recognition of the carboxylate
group of the mycolic acid moiety could be mediated by positively
charged residues in the CDR3 loop [14, 22]. Whereas these argi-
nine residues are predicted to bind the anionic mycolate head
group, the other MA-specific TCRs lack this motif and likely have
different antigen recognition modes.

Fine specificity for MA variants

Because the first known MA-specific T-cell clone, DN1, was
reported to recognize some, but not all MA forms that are syn-
thesized by M. tuberculosis [14], and because we found that lipid
tail length matters for MA-specific T cells, we next determined the
specificity of the new clones for the different forms of MA. We
tested whether C80 MA mixture and its three components sepa-
rated according to their α , keto, and methoxy functional groups,
were able to cause cytokine release by DN1, clone 20 and GEM18.
The C80 MA mixture potently stimulated all three clones, but the
clones showed differing responses based on functional groups,
with GEM18 showing preferential activation by α MA with lower
responses to methoxy MA and weakest responses to keto MA.
Strikingly, clone 20 showed an opposite hierarchy based on func-
tional group (Fig. 3). Finally, DN1 showed comparable, strong
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Figure 3. T-cell clones differ in their response against M. tuberculosis MA forms. GEM18, clone 20, and DN1 T-cells were stimulated with allogeneic
monocyte-derived dendritic cells and antigen in duplicate wells. Supernatants were tested for the presence of IL-2 (GEM18) or IFN-γ (clone 20 and
DN1). Error bars indicate SEM. In the legend, structures of α-, keto-, and methoxy MA are drawn as previously reported and represent the average
of a naturally occurring range of tail lengths [24, 34]. One out of two independent experiments is shown. Cytokine standard curves are shown in
Supporting Information Fig. 5.

responses to keto and methoxy MA, and a much weaker response
to α MA, as previously reported [14]. Because all three forms of
MA were recognized by at least one clone, this suggested that each
functional group allowed loading into CD1b when presented by
an APC. Thus, the differences in potency of the different forms of
MA were likely controlled by differing TCR recognition modes of
CD1b-MA and these differences were present in distal structures
of the lipid tail.

T-cell response to synthetic MA

The clone DN1 started the field of CD1 antigen presentation and
provided the first example of a human αβ T-cell response to a bac-
terial lipid antigen [2, 5]. Although prior and current experiments
were performed with highly purified bacterial MA, contamina-
tion with any unrecognized immunostimulant, such as mycobac-
terial peptides or toll like receptor agonists, could not be formally
excluded as the cause of T-cell activation. Therefore, we carried
out the complete synthesis of long chain MA based on previously
published methods [23]. Among the various natural forms of MA
present in bacteria, we designed the synthesis to generate a C83
form of methoxy MA with the proximal cyclopropyl in the cis
configuration (Fig. 4A). Natural methoxy MA is a mixture of C79-
C87 in which C83 is the dominant form (Supporting Information

Fig. 1C), and the proximal cyclopropyl is a mixture of cis and
trans, where trans is always associated with an extra methyl group
(Fig. 3) [24]. The distal methyl and methoxy groups were synthe-
sized as R, R. Synthetic MA demonstrated the expected mass (m/z
1248.257) of a sodium adduct of C83H164O4 in Ion Trap-Orbitrap
Fourier Transform Mass Spectrometry (Fig. 4B and Supporting
Information Fig. 2) and a diagnostic nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrum (Supporting Information Fig. 3). Thus, this synthetic MA
is chemically identical to a subpopulation of natural methoxy MA
purified from M. tuberculosis.

GEM18 and clone 20 recognized both natural methoxy MA and
synthetic methoxy MA with similar dose response curves (Fig. 4C),
formally ruling the lipid mycolic acid in as a true antigen for αβ

T cells. Unexpectedly, clone DN1 showed only trace response to
synthetic methoxy MA but strong responses to natural methoxy
MA. Specifically, this result suggests that the configuration of the
proximal cyclopropyl or the methyl group with which the trans
configuration is associated, is important for methoxy MA recogni-
tion by DN1. Overall, these data indicated that MA is the true target
of the T-cell response but that individual MA-specific T-cells with
distinct TCRs (Fig. 2B) recognize different forms of MA in differ-
ent ways (Figs. 3 and 4C), with naturally occurring chemical vari-
ants of the lipid tail, which are distant from the carboxylate head
group, providing strong influence on recognition. This pattern of
response is highly distinct from GMM-specific T-cell clones, where
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synthetic MA. (A) Chemical struc-
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Unlike natural MAs, this molecule
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spectrometry (B) and NMR analy-
sis (Supporting Information Fig. 3)
confirmed the structure shown in
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out of two independent experiments,
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performed with GEM18 is shown.
Cytokine standard curves are shown
in Supporting Information Fig. 5.

individual T-cell clones show readily recognizable structural
motifs in the TCR and respond in highly similar patterns to GMM
analogs that vary in the mycolate moiety with regard to length,
unsaturations, cyclopropyl groups and oxygenation [3, 10, 20].

Generation of working CD1b-MA Tetramers

The new MA-reactive T-cell lines and clones and knowledge of
their different fine specificity for the distal structures of MA could
now be used to validate new CD1b-MA tetramers. We attempted
to load α-, keto-, and methoxy MA separately into human CD1b
monomers at pH 4.5 in the presence of the detergent CHAPS.
After incubation of CD1b and lipid overnight at 37°C we noticed
a precipitate which was most notable with α MA, and least with
methoxy MA. Therefore we proceeded with methoxy MA and low-
ered the molar ratio of MA to CD1b from 40:1 to 15:1, 5:1, and
1.7:1. In addition, we tested several concentrations of CHAPS
detergent. The C58L cell line showed clear staining with CD1b-
methoxy MA tetramers with a striking pattern demonstrating
optimal staining using a molar ratio of 15:1 of MA:CD1b and
0.6% CHAPS (Fig. 5A). The strong role of detergent in promoting
staining, further supported the hypothesis that limited loading of
extreme hydrophobes onto CD1b is a key issue in generating this
new tool. More generally, these data provide evidence for T cell
binding to CD1b-MA complexes, indicating that mixed mycobac-
terial MA provides cognate antigens for an αβ TCR.

GEM18 responded to methoxy MA with cytokine secretion but
did not stain with CD1b-methoxy MA tetramers, which was not
unexpected given the relatively low potency of methoxy MA for
GEM18 as compared to α MA (Fig. 3). Following the initially

inconclusive results, we next tested DN1 for MA-loaded CD1b
tetramer staining. Because the different clones required stimula-
tion with different forms of MA for maximum response in vitro,
different batches of tetramers were separately treated with each of
the MA variants. Keto- and methoxy MA-loaded tetramers weakly
stained DN1 whereas α-MA loaded tetramers did not (Fig. 5B).
This pattern, carried out with a method that measures the bio-
physical interaction of CD1b-lipid-TCR, matches the fine speci-
ficity pattern observed in activation assays (Fig. 3), providing fur-
ther evidence for TCR-mediated discrimination of mycolate tails
based on an altered physical binding to CD1b-lipid complexes.

We further evaluated the C58L line, which showed two clearly
distinct tetramer+ populations when stained with CD1b-methoxy
MA (Fig. 5A), for staining with purified MA subclasses (Fig. 5B).
As compared with mock loaded tetramers, α-, keto- and methoxy-
MA loaded CD1b tetramers all showed staining of C58L, but with
markedly differing patterns. The hierarchy of staining of α <<

keto < methoxy is clearly distinct from the patterns observed for
GEM 18 and clone 20 (Fig. 3). After sorting to high purity, cDNA
was isolated from each of the two tetramer+ populations that are
visible after staining with CD1b-methoxy MA and used for TCR
sequencing (Fig. 5B and Supporting Information Fig. 4). The pop-
ulation with the highest intensity resulted in a single TCR sequence
that was identical to clone 28 at amino acid and nucleotide level
(TRAV8-4, TRAJ23, TRB14, TRBJ1-3). Because C58L and clone
28 were independently derived from separate freezes from the
same blood draw, we conclude that clone 28 was likely clon-
ally expanded in vivo and mediated extremely high avidity stain-
ing with CD1b-MA tetramers. Thus, CD1b-MA tetramers are use-
ful in analysis of human polyclonal T-cells and deriving clones
therefrom.
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Figure 5. Optimization of CD1b-MA tetramer
loading. (A) CD1b monomers were treated
with methoxy MA at several molar ratios in
buffers containing the indicated percentages of
CHAPS detergent, tetramerized using streptavidin-
allophycocyanin, and used to stain the indicated
T -cell line or clone. (B) Using a fixed molar ratio
(5:1) and a fixed concentration of CHAPS (0.6%),
methoxy-, α-, or keto MA were loaded into CD1b
tetramers and used to stain the indicated T-cell
line or clone. Flow cytometry plots represent one
out of two independent experiments. Staining of
GEM18 was performed three times independently.

Discussion

Building on prior evidence showing that MA isolated from
mycobacterial extracts stimulates cytokine production by T-cells
[2, 5, 14, 22], our results demonstrate that a synthetic MA, which
lacks all bacterial molecules has comparable T cell-stimulatory
capacity. These experiments prove that the T-cell response is not
somehow mediated by conventional peptide antigens or bacterial
stimulants of TLR-2 or other receptors. Thus, MA is a bona fide,
cognate antigen for αβ T cells. Further, tetrameric complexes of
MA-loaded CD1b provide a new tool for study of human clonal
and polyclonal T-cell responses in tuberculosis patients ex vivo.

Previous studies of GMM set the stage for the current structure-
function analysis of responses to different forms of MA because
these two antigens have the same lipid tail (mycolic acid) but have
markedly different head groups (free carboxylate versus glucose)
[3, 14, 20, 25]. The strikingly different outcomes of structure-
function analyses depending on whether a carbohydrate epitope
is present or not, provide insights into the relative roles of the lipid

anchor and the hydrophilic head groups of antigens. For GMM,
truncation of the mycolic acid from C80 to C32 removes most of
the lipid tail as well as functional groups, including unsaturations,
cyclopropyl, keto and methoxy groups, but results in only modest
effects T-cell response or tetramer binding [3, 20, 25].

In contrast, for MA we have been unable to detect any
responses to the equivalent truncation leading to C32 MA.
Although this initial result might represent insufficient sampling
of the T cell repertoire, the hypothesis that T-cells distinguish
naturally occurring chemical alterations that are distant from the
carboxylate does not rest on absence of evidence. Instead, the
converse approach, in which clones are tested for the recogni-
tion of MA forms with subtle differences in length or functional
groups, shows clear discrimination of natural chemical variance of
lipid tails. Fine specificity for lipid tails was observed in all T-cells
tested in activation assays and in physical interactions with CD1b
tetramers. Whereas the low responses of DN1 and clone 20 to α

MA might in part result from its extremely low solubility [14], here
we found that GEM18 specifically recognizes α MA, suggesting a
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direct effect of functional group on T-cell response to MA and not
simply lack of binding to CD1b.

The structural basis of lipid antigen display by CD1b is currently
informed by solved binary structures of human CD1b proteins in
complex with phosphatidylinositol and other short chain lipids
[26, 27], sulfoglycolipid [28] and GMM with C54 [15] or C32
alkyl chains [10]. Most relevant to the current study, the seating
of the mycolyl lipid of GMM within the four pockets of the CD1
cleft has been determined experimentally and provides a structural
basis for predictions regarding the location of the determinative
chemical elements of the mycolyl unit within the groove. The
structure-function observations made here and previously [14] are
particularly intriguing since the cyclopropyl group and the keto or
methoxy groups are located more than 14 carbon atoms distant
from the carboxylate head group. If MA were to be seated similarly
to the mycolyl unit of GMM, they would be expected to reside at
either end of the T’ tunnel, which is distant from the presumed
TCR contact region. Two general models can be considered to
explain this surprising outcome.

The previously proposed ‘combinatorial epitope’ model posits
that the meromycolate chain folds in an unexpected way so that
the α or keto groups are in close proximity to the carboxylate head
group and contributes directly to the TCR epitope [14]. Our new
data, showing lack of recognition of C32 MA by all available MA-
specific T cells, and sensitivity to the distal functional group of
C80 MA forms, are consistent with this model. However, taking
into account the newly published CD1b-GMM-TCR complex [10],
which documents the interactions of the glucose head group with
CD1b and the TCR, we propose an alternative ‘epitope stabiliza-
tion’ model.

Unlike MA, GMM has a large glucose head group. The binary
and ternary structures of CD1b-GMM show that the glucose moi-
ety binds the F’ portal region of CD1b, making a hydrogen bond
with arginine 79 [15]. This interaction is predicted to stabilize
the various GMM analogs with short, medium or long chain tails,
as well as analogs with α, keto, or methoxy functional groups, so
that the glucose head group lies in nearly the same position in
all cases. The role of the head group in stabilizing α-galactosyl
ceramide antigens for reproducible interactions with CD1d and
NKT TCRs also illustrates the epitope stabilization model [29].
Whereas prior iterations of ‘epitope stabilization’ emphasized anti-
gen interactions with TCRs, our data emphasize head groups sta-
bilizing the antigens within the CD1 groove. In contrast, the lack
of a glucose head group in MA might allow the shorter forms of
MA to be more mobile or sink inside the CD1b cleft and thereby
negatively influence the presentation of the carboxylate group.
Similarly, the carboxylate might be more readily subject to any
indirect effects of the distantly located functional groups, similar
to the known effects of chain length variation on sulfoglycolipid
antigens in CD1b [28] or proposed ligand sliding effects docu-
mented for ceramide antigens in CD1d [30].

The combinatorial epitope and epitope stabilization models
are quite distinct but not mutually exclusive. In both models, tail
length and composition may have effects on the conformation
of the CD1b protein that influence the docking surface for the

TCR. The optimized CD1b loading conditions established here,
including the absolute requirement for CHAPS in efficient loading
of tetramers, support future strategies to solve binary CD1b-MA
crystal structures that are necessary to explain the direct effect of
tail length and distal functional group on T-cell response to MA
and distinguish between two main models.

A second general implication of this study is that the clear
MA subclass specificity will inform emerging efforts to develop
lipids as vaccine components and efforts to define immunodom-
inant antigens in tuberculosis patients. Prior studies of antigen
specific response have typically used mixtures of naturally occur-
ring molecular species present in GMM, glycerol monomycolate
or sulfoglycolipid to measure patient responses against CD1b
[4, 31, 32]. This approach is straightforward and partly justified
by the detailed studies showing nearly equivalent T-cell responses
to naturally occurring variants of GMM. Thus, GMM occurs in
diverse forms but is considered and used as one kind of T cell anti-
gen. Here we found that none of the naturally occurring MA forms
of M. tuberculosis is broadly immunodominant or nonstimulatory.
Instead, individual T-cell clones have specific reactivity patterns
to the different M. tuberculosis MA forms. Based on these data,
the three forms of MA found in M. tuberculosis should be consid-
ered a group of distinct, only partly cross-reactive antigens. The
in vivo use of lipid vaccines is moving forward [33] and efforts
to determine immunodominant antigens in tuberculosis patients
are in progress. These data support a strategy in which individ-
ual molecular species, preferably generated through a synthetic
approach, should be separately tested, rather than using naturally
occurring lipid mixtures from M. tuberculosis. A further practical
implication of the fact that each TCR preferentially recognizes
one form of MA over other forms is that the tetramers used for
the identification of MA-specific T-cells in clinical samples should
include both the keto MA and the methoxy MA tetramer.

Finally, our results suggest that unlike the strikingly conserved
TCRs expressed by CD1d-reactive NKT cells and CD1b-reactive
GEM T cells, MA-reactive T-cell clones identified to date express
diverse TCRs. However, the number of clones that was studied
was small, and included clones with different reactivity patters to
the different MA forms. Whether CD1b-MA-specific TCR patterns
exist that are broadly present among humans is a question that
can now be addressed using keto MA or methoxy MA tetramers
to isolate large numbers of T-cells from many blood donors.
Also, the effector functions and kinetics of MA-specific T-cells ex
vivo can now be studied in cohorts of tuberculosis patients using
CD1b-MA tetramers.

Materials and methods

Mycolic acid

A natural mixture of M. tuberculosis MA with chain lengths of
72–86 carbon atoms with mixed α-, keto- and methoxy functional
groups (referred to as C80 MA mixture) was obtained from Sigma
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(M4537). MA with chain lengths of 30–36 carbon atoms (referred
to as C32 MA) was isolated from Rhodococcus equi as previously
described [20, 22]. We isolated pure α MA (C76-C82), keto MA
(C82-C89), and methoxy MA (C79-C87) from M. tuberculosis MA
methyl esters by thin layer chromatography, followed by saponi-
fication as described previously [14]. Lipids were subjected to
thin layer chromatography to measure contaminants and mass
spectrometry to determine chain length (Supporting Information
Fig. 1). Synthetic methoxy mycolic acid was synthesized as pre-
viously published [23] with stereochemistry as shown in Fig. 2B
as determined by mass spectrometry (Supporting Information Fig.
2) and NMR (Supporting Information Fig. 3).

Flow cytometry

MA was dried in a glass tube to remove organic solvents
and sonicated in a water bath sonicator for 2 hours at 40°C
in 100 μl of a 50 mM citrate buffer pH 4.5 with 3-[(3-
cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate
(CHAPS) (Sigma). While keeping the tube at 37°C, 20 μg
of CD1b monomer was added and incubated overnight at 37°C.
The next day, the solution was neutralized to pH 7.4 by adding
1M Tris buffer pH 8.5. Tetramers were formed by adding
streptavidin-phycoerythrin or streptavidin-allophycocyanin (Life
Technologies). For flow cytometry, cells were stained with
tetramer (1:100) for 10 min at room temperature. Subsequently,
antibodies were added and incubated for 10 min at room
temperature, followed by 10 min on ice. The following antibodies
were used: CD3-Fitc SK7 (BD Biosciences), TRAV1-2-PE (Vα7.2)
(clone 3C10, Biolegend), CD4-BV421 (Biolegend), CD8-PE (eBio-
science), TRBV6-2-Fitc (Vβ13.2) (Beckman Coulter). Analysis
was performed on a LSR Fortessa (BD Biosciences) equipped with
5 lasers. For all analyses, an initial gate was set based on forward
scatter and side scatter to exclude debris and doublets. For
TCR sequencing, tetramer-positive populations were sorted on a
FACSAria Cell Sorter (BD Biosciences) equipped with 3 lasers.

Cell culture and assays

Blood was donated at Massachusetts General Hospital blood,
as approved by the institutional review boards of the Lemuel
Shattuck Hospital and Partners Healthcare. Biotinylated CD1b
monomers were obtained from the NIH tetramer core facility.
The polyclonal T-cell line named C58L and T-cell clones named
11, 20, and 28 were derived after stimulation of peripheral blood
mononuclear cells with autologous monocyte-derived dendritic
cells and C80 MA mixture for 5 hours, followed by magnetic sort-
ing of IFN-γ producing cells using the IFN-γ secretion assay and
cell enrichment kit PE (Miltenyi). For cloning, cells were plated at
1 cell/well in round-bottom 96-well plates containing 2 × 105 irra-
diated allogeneic PBMCs, 4 × 104 irradiated Epstein Barr Virus-
transformed B cells, 30 ng/ml anti-CD3 Ab OKT3, and 1 ng/ml
IL-2, which was added on day 2 of the culture. Clones were val-
idated by CD1b-MA tetramer staining and in the case of clone

20, a contaminating population of tetramer-negative cells was
removed by cell sorting. Established T-cell lines and clones were
grown under the same conditions in 25 ml cultures. ELISPOT was
performed using Mabtech antibodies according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. Cytokine ELISAs were performed with anti-
bodies from eBioscience (human IL-2), Thermo scientific (human
IFN-γ), or BD Pharmingen (murine IL-2) on supernatants of
T-cells (5 × 104) that were stimulated for 20 hours with monocyte-
derived dendritic cells (5 × 104) and antigen.

TCR sequencing

RNA was isolated from T-cell clones or sorted tetramer-positive
populations with an RNeasy kit (Qiagen), followed by cDNA
synthesis with a QuantiTect reverse transcription kit (Qiagen).
V segment usage was determined by PCR using primer set
IPS000029 and IPS000030 as described in the ImMunoGeneT-
ics web site (http://www.imgt.org) in combination with TCRα

C region reverse primer GTGGTAGCAGCTTTCACCTCCTTGG and
TCRβ C region reverse primer GGTGGCAGACAGGACCCCTTGC.
Taq polymerase was used in the supplied buffer (Denville Scien-
tific) under the following cycling conditions: an initial denatura-
tion of 5 min at 95°C, followed by 35 cycles of 1 min at 94°C, 1 min
at 59°C, and 1 min at 72°C, followed by a final elongation step of 7
min at 72°C. Sanger sequencing was performed on PCR products.
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